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When magically altered drugs begin to surface in Sonnet Valeâ€™s hometown, all signs point to one

place for answers-- Phantom City.
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This is a paranormal romance short read. This is the second book in the Paranormal Hunter series. I

recommend this book for adults only. This book could be read as a stand alone, but I advise you to

read the first book, to understand more of the story. I was thrilled with this book being released I

needed some answers, but Gena Lutz always keeps her readers on the edge of their seats, so I

was left needing yet another book. Sonnet is such a adapting person, she never allows anything to

hold her down or back. She also is very kind hearted, she takes into consideration every detail

before she takes action. She was given some more than shocking news and I was flabbergasted,

her on the other hand took it in stride.... ok you will have to read the book. It is a great book, even

though I still need more answers! agh... next book, please.Sonnet Vale is a skilled hunter, her looks



are deceiving. Men doubt her ability only to have their heads rolling literally. Vale as some of her co

workers call her, has connections to help with responsibilities after a hunt. And the friend who hasn't

been doing his job, well he comes to her in a questionable state. Sonnet takes control of the

situation and is in search for answers. Luckily she has Bane to help and mostly just support her, she

needs to get answers as soon as possible. What Sonnet did not know was she was fixing to be

handed some incredible news, life changing in fact.favorite passages:"But she already knew the

answer to that: because real life like to stick her nosy way into things and mess everything up.""But

not in a kill-the-bad-boogies sort of way.""Even though his build was imposing, he seemed more like

a confused virgin in bed with a porn star than a dangerous killer.
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